
On the Move
Learning Objective: Students will study migration and consequent cultural 
diversity through music.

ACTIVITY (20-25 minutes)

1. Hold a class discussion by having the students share their responses to this 
prompt: If you could move anywhere in the world, where would it be? Why? What 
would you miss about where you live now?

2. Asking the class, list on a chalk/whiteboard some basic reasons why people move. 
(Reasons to move: climate, education, family, job opportunity, political freedom, 
forced) Begin filling in more specific reasons under the broad categories.

3. Continue the discussion: Do you know any groups of people who have moved 
throughout history?  Why did they move?  Place these examples on the chalk/
whiteboard. (African slaves were forced, Pilgrims for religious freedom, Native 
Americans in forced migration, or Mexican people for safety or job opportunities)  
Why do you think so many people move to America?

4. French-born Asian American cellist Yo-Yo Ma founded the Silk Road Ensemble 
that “engages difference, sparking radical collaboration and passion-driven 
learning to build a more hopeful world.” This ensemble has created some 
incredibly unique music.

5. Listen to the “Arabian Waltz” by the Silk Road Ensemble. While listening, ask the 
students to name the instruments that are performing in the ensemble.

6. Discuss as a class why diversity is valuable. List examples of how diversity is 
valuable in music and arts, in making governmental decisions, in societal well-
being, etc.

 

REFLECTION
1. Did the student identify different reasons for migration?

2. Did the student identify specific examples of people who migrated and why?

3. Did the student understand that artistic expression is enriched by diversity?
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MATERIALS & SETUP
• Music: “Arabian Waltz” 

by the Silk Road 
Ensemble

CONNECTIONS TO 
OH STANDARDS

FINE ARTS
• 1CE Explore and  

identify musical instru-
ments from different 
historical periods and 
world cultures. 

• 2CE Listen to, identify, 
and respond to music 
of different composers, 
historical periods and 
world cultures

• 3RE Describe how the 
process of learning 
in music connects to 
learning in other arts 
and other subject areas.

SOCIAL STUDIES
• 9. Political, environ- 

mental, social and 
economic factors cause 
people, products and 
ideas to move from 
place to place in the 
Western Hemisphere 
today.

• 10. The Western 
Hemisphere is 
culturally diverse due 
to American Indian, 
European, Asian and 
African influences 
and interactions, as 
evidenced by artistic 
expression, language, 
religion and food.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fZpEjrdf56k&feature=youtu.be

